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ART MOMENTS JAKARTA PRESENTS ENCOUNTER MOMENTS
PRIVATE PREVIEW AT CAN’S GALLERY

Jakarta, 18 June 2021 - Art Moments Jakarta returns with the first Art Moments Jakarta Online

(AMJO), through a virtual platform. From June 1st to June 30th, 2021, the first hybrid

Indonesian art fair can be accessed through www.artmomentsjakarta.com, and from the

Clamour mobile app. Art Moments Jakarta is a premium art fair managed by a team of

experienced art fair organizers based in Jakarta and Singapore. The event is a platform for local

and international art galleries to network, educate, exhibit, and engage.

From June 18th to 20th, 2021, Art Moments Jakarta organizes an offline event, VIP Private

Preview of Art Moments Jakarta Online at CAN’S Gallery, Jl. Tanah Abang II No.25, Jakarta.

Curated by Rizki Zaelani, this exhibition has the theme of “Sign/Symbol” which explores the limit

and limitlessness of the perceptual and the experiencing of meaning through selected artworks

from Artists of Art Moments Jakarta Online participating galleries. Also present in this private

preview are artworks from Eddie Hara, Jeff Koons, Chang Jui-Pin, Julio Le Parc, Yim Yen Sum,

Oky Rey Montha, Sasya Tranggono, Adi Gunawan amongst others.

The theme of the exhibition at CAN'S Gallery, Jakarta is about signs or symbols. The symbol

expressed by the artist's expression is a symbol that is distinctive, special, and personal.

However, the notion of a symbol always binds the way of understanding together, a symbol is

conventional. The meaning of the symbol imagined by an artist will more or less relate to certain

meanings that can be imagined by the person who sees and perceives it. A sign will lead us to

a certain meaning or arrangement, but will still be general, open to interpretation, and will

http://www.artmomentsjakarta.com


require context for a certain meaning process.The works exhibited at Can's Gallery seem to

move and dynamically exist between the possibilities of artistic expression that act as a sign as

well as a symbol.

CAN’S Gallery envisions to actively take part in the growth of Indonesian fine art, mainly by

promoting, mediating, and developing artists’ careers more broadly. With its extensive

experience in fine arts, locally, regionally and internationally, CAN’S Gallery sought to expand

Indonesian artists’ repertoire to be known worldwide.

This Private Preview will be held with strict Covid-19 prevention protocols to ensure everyone’s

safety. There will be allocated time slots to choose from to attend the exhibition sessions, with

each session limited to 15 people. The Balvenie will be presenting a special session of whiskey

presentation and tasting starting from 13:30 onwards to all visitors who wish to participate.

Kindly choose your preferred schedule for the private preview by filling the form attached to this

invitation.

Art Moments Jakarta Online is supported by The Indonesian Ministry of Tourism and Creative

Economy – Wonderful Indonesia, BCA, Clamour, Tezos, Balvenie, Bowo Logistics, Chiaro

Bytes. For more information on Art Moment Jakarta Online and how to participate, please visit

www.artmomentsjakarta.com.

-END-

About Art Moments Jakarta

Art Moments Jakarta is a leading contemporary art exhibition in Indonesia that envisions and

encourages the growth of the Indonesian art landscape, and to promote Jakarta as one of the

world's art tourism destinations. This art exhibition seeks to bridge gallery owners, art lovers and

art buyers in a dynamic platform that supports their international acclaim. In 2019, Art Moments

Jakarta featured a number of works of art from popular artists such as Banksy, Lâtlas, Congo,

http://www.artmomentsjakarta.com.


Stereoflow, Darbotz, MR and other works of art of international caliber. This strengthens the

position of Art Moments Jakarta as one of the largest art exhibitions in Southeast Asia which

has successfully displayed world-renowned street art.
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